Architecture as Muse

Marc J Neveu, PhD
mneveu@calpoly.edu
California Polytechnic State University
Department of Architecture
Arch 351 / Fall 2007
Studio
MWF 1-6
Office Hours:
email for appointment

Evaluation
Projects shall be evaluated according to the following:
Demonstration of imaginative and critical thinking skills.
Conscientious effort over the course of the entire quarter.
Development of narrative appropriate to the given circumstance.
Ability to communicate intentions verbally and graphically.
Understanding of cultural, architectural, technical, and historical ramifications of projects.
Completion of all requirements in a timely manner.
Participation in group meetings.
Demonstration of technical knowledge essential to the making of architecture.

All projects shall be ADA compliant and meet all relevant Building Codes. Variants shall be granted
through discussions with the design instructor. Projects shall be technically competent,
understanding that issues of structure and environmental systems are issues of design.
Your grade depends entirely on the process of your work through the quarter. I do not subscribe to
the belief that inspiration arrives during the week prior to the final review. Nor is it possible to
complete a quarter’s worth of work in the final week. Either strategy will result in a poor, if not
failing, grade.
National Architectural Accreditation Board (NAAB) Student Performance Criteria:
In the context of the overall design sequence of the Bachelor of Architecture curriculum, this subject
contributes to the graduate attributes in the following areas:
Ability to use fundamental design, graphic skills along with technical documentation and
an understanding of structural patterning in the creation of architectural space(s).
Ability to incorporate the understanding of historical precedent in the design of space
Ability to understand the impact that the site conditions have on the formulation of the
architectural space.
Ability to successfully incorporate the integration of life-safety, building envelop, building
service systems and the use of building materials & assemblies into the design of
architecture.
Attendance
It is mandatory that you attend and participate in each of the scheduled classes. Failure to do both
shall result in grade reductions. If for any reason you will not be able to attend a scheduled class it is
your responsibility to contact your design Instructor via email (mneveu@calpoly.edu) or phone (via
the architecture department…).
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Late Work
All work is due at 1:00 pm on the day it is due. Late work shall be downgraded at the discretion of
the design Instructor. It is always more appropriate to present incomplete work as opposed to no
work.
Extenuating Circumstances
Students are asked to contact me via email or phone if they are unable to complete their
assignments due to extenuating circumstances prior to missing class.
Further, any student with learning or other disabilities are asked to inform the instructor, in writing,
regarding the nature and scope of the disability prior to the second week of classes.
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Calendar

Week
One

Sept 17
Desk

19
Desk

21
Assn 1 DUE

Two

24
crit

26
crit

28
Assn 2 DUE

Three
site visit?

Oct 1
Topic Intro

3
crit

5
crit

Four

8
crit

10
crit

12
crit

Five

15
Assn 3 DUE

17
Topic Intro

19
crit

Six

22
crit

24
crit

26
crit

Seven

29
Assn 4 DUE

31
Topic Intro

Nov 2
No Class

Eight

5
crit

7
crit

9
crit

Nine

12
No Class

14
Assn 5 DUE

16
crit

Ten

19
crit

21
No class

23
No class

Final

26
Assn 6 (Portfolio) DUE, 1:00

Review to be announced.
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Assignment Six
PORTFOLIO
Each student is required to produce a 10-15 page portfolio as part of the final submission. This may
be double sided.
Your portfolio serves a number of purposes:
It shows the constant development of your work and the final resolution of projects. It will be used
to assess your progress and to determine you grade. It is a communication tool organizing your
work and is a record of your thinking. It highlights your developed thinking over a one-liner concept
driven project. It is a professional document that is your passport to graduate programmes and future
work.
To be effective your portfolio needs to:
Communicate and present the work clearly. Document and present all the work you have done in
sequence, including development. Shows finished projects, in drawings, objects, models and
photos. Be made as you develop the work (week by week). Present the work in a formatted and
clear way.
Portfolio contents generally include:
All projects done in the year; your ideas and concepts (including the critical framework, influences,
precedents); context (including site photos, analyses, studies, programme development); present
objects and models (as well photographed and formatted pages); show design development
(including all your conceptual and ‘sketch’ development); present final projects (documentation of
final project).
I do not require a printed version, though I do require a digital copy to the following guidelines:
We will discuss the format as the quarter progresses.
A disc containing:
1.
2.
3.
4.

High-res Pdf (ready to print, may be double sided)
Folder of all images used
Text document containing all text used
In-design packaged folder

Images:
CMYK
300 dpi min, 400 max
jpeg or tiff only
8.5” x 11” max printed size
lastname_description_description.ext
i.e. neveu_final_section.jpg
Text:
spell check
grammar check
Assigned 19 SEPT 07
Due 26 NOV 07
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Assignment One
RELIC DRAWING

A relic is understood to be some object with a
certain value that is dependant upon its relation
to the past. There is an aura about the item—
often a bit or piece physical or material of a
revered person—that attracts visitors or pilgrims.
I was not able to find any recently deceased
Saints and so I have asked you to supply your
own relic. The first assignment is as follows:
Draw the relic:
1.) in section
2.) either axonometric or isometric.
3.) Name the relic.
Drawings shall be pencil on paper, hard-lined,
and to scale. No other media should be used.
Please do not use any text on the drawing other
than the name that you have given the relic.
Please print this, discreetly on the page not to
distract from the drawing.
Paper should be 18”x 24” and of good quality
(Strathmore works well). It may be worthwhile
to buy a pad of Strathmore, you will be asked to
use it continually through the semester. The
scale is at your discretion, but the drawings
must fill the page.

Piranesi
Water Valves

Reading: Barthes, Roland. ”Objective Literature.” Critical Essays. Chicago: Northwestern, 1972.
ASSIGNED 19 Sept 07
DUE 21 Sept 07
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Assignment Two
RELIQUARY
I made it on the bevel
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

There is more surface for the nails to grip.
There is twice the gripping-surface to each
seam.
The water will have to seep into it on a
slant. Water moves easiest up and down or
straight across.
In a house people are upright two-thirds of
the time. So the seams and joints are made
up-and-down. Because the stress is upand-down.
In a bed where people lie down all the
time, the its and seams are made sideways,
because the stress is sideways.
Except.
A body is not square like a cross-tie.
Animal magnetism.
The animal magnetism of a dead body
makes the stress come slanting, so the
seams and joints of a coffin are made on
the bevel.
You can see by an old grave that the earth
sinks down on the bevel.
While in a natural hole it sinks by the
centre, the stress being up-and-down.
So I made it on the bevel.
It makes a neater job.

William Faulkner, As I Lay Dying, Penguin Books,
London, 1963, p66.
Reliquary for St Paul

The above passage describes the making of a coffin, for his mother. The text describes how the
physical reality of making such a container relates in a very real way to the contents of such
container. You are now asked to make a reliquary for your relic. The reliquary is the receptacle in
which a relic is placed, kept, stored, protected, revered, and displayed.
Any materials may be used. Imagine what materials will be most appropriate. How will the
materials join together? How will the relic be displayed? Will it be hidden? How does one interact
with the relic?

ASSIGNED 21 SEPT 07
DUE 28 SEPT 07
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Assignment 3
DETAIL

It is difficult to imagine, or even to experience,
an entire project all at once and in any sense of
totality. Rather, we shall begin at a much more
intimate level, that of the detail. Regardless, if
God may or may not exist in such a place, there
does seem to be some value in focusing on a
moment in the design that may act as a
generative device for future work.
One may imagine Aalto’s “shelf for dreaming”
at the villa Mairea, or the horse at Scarpa’s
Castelvecchio museum, and even, perhaps, the
structural systems employed by Kahn at the
Richard’s Medical Building and the Salk. Each
of these details in fact helped to guide the
respective architect’s work through each phase
of design. Simply put, the design began with the
detail and grew to the whole building.
You are asked to imagine a detail for your
project. Your final presentation should include
2 sheets of 18x24 Strathmore, at minimum. A
three dimensional representation is required.
Carlo Scarpa
Holy Water Font, Brion Cemetery

Reading: Tell the tale Detail, Marco Frascari

Assigned 28 SEPT 07
Due 15 OCT 07
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Introduction

The museum, literally “a place for the muses,” has roots as far back as at least Noah’s Ark. Though
not exactly the same as our contemporary understanding of museum, one can trace the collection of
relics, curiosities, fragments, and other ephemera though the Middle Ages until the establishment of
the Enlightenment public museum whose goals included not only display, but also education and
the promotion of a national state. Even Noah, however, had to decide what to collect and how to
organize such a collection. These two issues have more or less determined the nature of such
repositories, from the relics (often duplicated) used to lure religious pilgrims, to the curiosities found
in various wunderkamer (cabinets of curiosity) and natural history museums throughout Europe, and
even to our more contemporary collections of archeological artifacts, the visual arts, cultural
ephemera, and most everything else that we choose to collect and display.
A recent article in the New York Times brought up the issue of Frank Gehry’s archive. Gehry,
arguably one of the best known and influential architects of late 20th c., has accumulated a rather
large (20,000 sq. ft.) archive of architectural materials. Currently, the archive sits in storage awaiting
a more appropriate home. Gehry, ever the businessman, is looking to sell the archive to the highest
bidder. Understandably, the response from museums and other institutions has been tepid due to
the cumbersome size and variety of the archive. In the worst-case scenario, the archive will be split
up and sold piecemeal. This would return the most money to Gehry, but at the high cost of breaking
up the archive. Also in the conversation is the question of his Santa Monica residence designed in
the late 1970’s. Though in relatively good condition, museums (LACMA, MoMA, MAK) have
already inquired about purchasing the house and offering tours in the manner of the Schindler,
Gamble, and VDL houses.
In the scenario of the studio, we are proposing that an enlightened patron (perhaps Peter B. Lewis or
Brad Pitt?) has purchased the entire archive and has also donated seed money for a building
campaign.
Architecture collections, though not entirely typical, are often part of larger museum collections.
The Museum of Modern Art in New York (Barry Bergdol, Chief Curator) has a long tradition of
collecting architectural materials ranging from drawings and images to actual buildings. The Getty
in Los Angeles (Wim de Wit), the MAK in Vienna, the Whitney Museum of American Art in New
York (K. Michael Hayes), and many other major museums include architecture in their collections.
Some, including the Canadian Centre for Architecture (Mirko Zardini) are focused specifically on
architecture and include vast collections for research and a museum open to the public. Often
times, these institutions are able to purchase, or accept as donation, entire archives of architects.
The CCA owns the archive of Cedric Price, James Stirling, Aldo Rossi and much of John Hejduk’s
work, for example. Often, universities are able to house archives of architects that played an
important role in the school. UPenn (Lou Kahn) and McGill (Arthur Erikcson, Moshe Safdie) are just
a few examples. Often these collections, though a prize for scholars, are extremely expensive to
maintain. Safdie, for example, pays McGill roughly 60k per annum to keep his archive in tact.
Universities and Institutions also own and restore properties in an attempt to make them accessible
to scholars and the public alike. USC has restored and now maintains the Gambel house in
Pasadena as well as a series of Frank Lloyd Wright projects that are in the works. The VDL house by
Neutra as well as the Schindler and Lovell House (MAK, Vienna) have benefited from similar
institutional arrangements. The Eames Foundation offers another means by which architectural
legacies can be protected. Though not a museum per se, a small archive and shop have been
established to promote the Eames’ design and the Eames house will be preserved and protected
through the work of the foundation.
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There are clearly many ways to consider architectural archival material. For the Gehry Archive each
student will determine the specific program of the building individually: research center, archive,
public museum, foundation, or (most likely) a mix thereof. Each project shall include enough
program to store the entire archive, support spaces, circulation, appropriate parking, structural,
mechanical and electrical systems.
The only program given is the, roughly 20,000 sq. ft. of stuff that is currently in Gehry’s warehouse.
A more specific list will, hopefully, be forthcoming.

The studio shall address the following questions:
What is the role of a museum?
How does that role change when the artifacts are architectural?
Why save and display architectural ephemera?
To study design process?
To display for public consumption?
To document history?
To preserve for future study?
What is the relationship to the materials used to design the building and the buildings themselves?
What is the role of architecture in the museum?
What should be saved, displayed, archived, or recycled?
Models
Drawings
Analog (sketches, design development, working drawings, etc)
Digital
Correspondence
Office accouterments
How should architectural materials (see above) be displayed?
How should outdated technologies be addressed?
How do you slow the ageing of material things?
Who should have access to the collection?
There are certainly others that you will ask, ad hopefully develop.
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Site

A site in Venice, CA has been chosen. The site is within walking distance of many of Gehry’s early
projects. Zoning and setback requirements must be adhered to.
A trip to Venice is in the works, to visit the site as well as a sampling of projects.
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Assignment 4
ROOM

Lou Kahn believed that the room formed
the basic unit of architecture. It is easy
to find examples in his oeuvre: the Salk
courtyard, the central room in the
Library at Exeter, and, maybe most
clearly, in the spatial units at the
Kimbell Museum.
A room can witness an intimate
encounter, or frame a large gathering.
How does one enter? How does one
leave? What does one witness? How do
the corners meet?
You are asked to imagine a room in
your project. Your final presentation
should include 2 sheets of 18x24
Strathmore, at minimum. A planar
representation is required.

Lou Kahn
the Room

Reading: Kahn On the Room

ASSIGNED 15 OCT 07
DUE 29 OCT 07
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Assignment 5
BUILDING

Architecture has often been compared to a game
of chess: each piece has a designated move and
each board is identical, however, no match is
ever the same. Similarly, you have begun to
define your pieces and their movement on the
site. It is now time for you to add another level
of complexity to continue the game.
Your project grows in complexity through the
addition of programmed spaces, the recognition
of structural and mechanical systems, formal and
other relations to the surroundings, tectonic and
other issues should be developed.
You are asked to imagine and represent the
entirety of your project. Your final presentation
should include 2 sheets of 18x24 Strathmore, at
minimum. A sectional representation is required.

Doug Darden
Oxygen House

ASSIGNED 29 OCT
DUE 14 NOV 07
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